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Abstract

Line-field confocal optical coherence tomography (LC-OCT) is a new noninvasive tech-

nique for a real-time, vertical, and horizontal imaging of the skin at cellular resolution.

A 47-year-old female presented with a 6-month history of an asymptomatic yellowish

papule. LC-OCT evaluation was able to show the diagnostic microscopic features of

xanthogranuloma and showed an excellent correlation with vertical and horizontal his-

topathological sections by revealing enlarged dermal papillae containing multiple, bright

roundish giant cells, corresponding to foamy histiocytes, and giant cells characterized

by a dark center surrounded by a highly hyper-refractile peripheral ring, corresponding

to Touton cells. LC-OCT may represent a valid, noninvasive alternative to histopatho-

logical examination in clinically atypical cases of xanthogranuloma.
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1 | INTRODUCTION

Xanthogranuloma (XG) is a benign non-Langerhans-cell histiocytosis

occurring in 40% to 70% of cases during the first year of life and

rarely in adulthood [1,2]. It appears as single or multiple, asymp-

tomatic, yellow, orange, or reddish papules or nodules. Spontane-

ous regression often occurs, although XG in adults may persist [3].

Differential diagnosis mainly includes Spitz nevus, balloon cell

nevus, and molluscum contagiosum [2]. Histopathologically, XG is

characterized by a dense, granulomatous, dermal infiltrate con-

sisting of foamy cells and multinucleated giant histiocytes with

wreath-shaped nuclei and foamy cytoplasm, called “Touton giant

cells” [1].

Line-field confocal optical coherence tomography (LC-OCT) is a

new noninvasive technique for a real-time, vertical (or en-coupe), hori-

zontal (or en-face) and three-dimensional imaging of the skin at cellular

resolution [4,5]. It is based on a two-beam interference microscope with

line illumination and line detection using a broadband spatially coherent

light source and a line-scan camera [4,5]. The device consists of a hand-

held probe connected to a central unit and a monitor where the images

are displayed in a gray scale based on the light backscattering from the

sample microstructures [4,5]. Moreover, an integrated dermoscopic

camera allows a precise, timely positioning over the examined lesion.

A case of XG evaluated by LC-OCT is presented along with the

correlation of the obtained images with vertical and horizontal

histopathology.
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2 | CASE REPORT

A 47-year-old female presented with a 6-month history of an asymp-

tomatic papule. Skin examination revealed on the pubis a well-demar-

cated, yellowish papule of about 0.7 cm (Figure 1A). Polarized

dermoscopy at X10 (Illuco IDS-1100, Tre T Medical, Camposano, Italy)

showed yellow clods on an orange-yellowish background (Figure 1B).

Medical history, clinical, and dermoscopic data were consistent

with XG.

LC-OCT (DeepLive DAMAE Medical, Paris, France; axial resolu-

tion 1.1 μm, lateral resolution 1.3 μm, field of view of 1.2 mm �
0.5 mm � 0.5 mm) evaluation revealed a normal epidermis and

enlarged dermal papillae, appearing as dark spaces in the vertical sec-

tions, and as roundish areas separated by thin septa in the horizontal

F IGURE 1 Xanthogranuloma. A, Clinical presentation. B, Polarized dermoscopy (�10) showing yellowish clods on an orange-yellowish
background

F IGURE 2 Line-field confocal optical coherence tomography (LC-OCT) examination of the central portion of the lesion. Vertical (A, field of
view: 1200 � 250 μm) and horizontal (B, field of view: 1200 � 500 μm) sections showing enlarged dermal papillae (DP) containing roundish
bright giant cells (yellow arrows) and giant cells showing a dark center surrounded by a highly hyper-refractile peripheral ring (green arrows). The
white squares indicate the same giant cell, measuring about 50 μm, located at the intersection of vertical and horizontal sections. The blue line in
A corresponds to the level of the horizontal cut shown in B. The red line in B corresponds to the level of vertical cut shown in A. Insert:
Dermoscopy of the examined lesion; the blue rectangle corresponds to the area shown in B (field of view: 1200 � 500 μm)
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sections (Figure 2). In both sections, the dermal papillae contained

multiple, bright roundish giant cells (diameter up to 70 μm), and giant

cells characterized by a dark center surrounded by a highly hyper-

refractile peripheral ring (diameter up to 80 μm).

The lesion was excised for cosmetic reasons and processed to

obtain vertical and horizontal histopathological sections that were

stained with standard hematoxylin and eosin (H&E). The diagnosis of

XG was confirmed, and both sections revealed the presence of

F IGURE 3 A, Line-field confocal optical coherence tomography (LC-OCT) vertical section showing a normal epidermis (EP), and enlarged
dermal papillae (DP) appearing as darker areas containing roundish bright giant cells (yellow arrows) and giant cells showing a dark center
surrounded by a highly hyper-refractile peripheral ring (green arrows). B, Corresponding vertical histopathology section showing a dense
inflammatory infiltrate of the superficial and mid dermis, mainly composed of foamy histiocytes (yellow arrow) with scattered Touton giant cells
(green arrow) (H&E, original magnification �200)

F IGURE 4 A, Line-field
confocal optical coherence
tomography (LC-OCT) horizontal
section showing enlarged dermal
papillae (DP) appearing as
roundish areas separated by thin
septa and containing roundish
bright giant cells (yellow arrows),
and giant cells showing a dark
center surrounded by a highly
hyper-refractile peripheral ring
(green arrows). B, Corresponding
horizontal histopathology
section at the dermoepidermal
junction level revealing the
presence of enlarged dermal
papillae filled with multiple foamy
histiocytes (yellow arrow) and
Touton giant cells (green arrow),
and surrounded by thinned rete
ridges (H&E, original
magnification �200)
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enlarged dermal papillae filled with a dense inflammatory infiltrate

mainly composed of foamy histiocytes and Touton giant cells, and sur-

rounded by thinned rete ridges.

3 | DISCUSSION

LC-OCT is a novel optical technique that has shown to be useful

for the evaluation of some cutaneous disorders such as skin

tumors (basal cell carcinoma, malignant melanoma, actinic kerato-

sis), scabies, herpes infection, and aquagenic keratoderma [6-10]. It

allows a real-time vertical and horizontal “navigation” within a skin

volume of 1200 � 500 � 500 μm from the skin surface to the der-

mis, combining the advantages of reflectance confocal microscopy

(RCM) and OCT in terms of resolution, penetration, and image ori-

entation [4-6].

In our case, LC-OCT showed an excellent correlation with vertical

and horizontal histopathological sections (Figures 3 and 4), being able

to show the diagnostic microscopic features of XG. More in detail, the

enlarged dermal papillae at vertical and horizontal histopathology

appear at LC-OCT as dark spaces in vertical sections and as roundish

areas separated by thin septa in horizontal sections; foamy histiocytes

likely correspond at LC-OCT to roundish, bright giant cells, and

Touton cells to giant cells showing a dark center surrounded by a

highly hyper-refractile peripheral ring.

Our finding from LC-OCT in the horizontal mode was compa-

rable to previous studies using RCM [11-14]. Differently from

RCM, LC-OCT also enables the vertical mode, allowing the possi-

bility to combine images and data from two different observation

points.

In conclusion, this article firstly describes the LC-OCT features of

XG. Although further studies on larger series are suggested, this tech-

nique may be a valid, noninvasive alternative to histopathological

examination in clinically atypical cases. LC-OCT confirms to represent

a further advancement in the noninvasive diagnosis of different cuta-

neous disorders.
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